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 674 THE MUSICAL TIMES.-OCTOBER I, 1894.

 an adequate representation of native talent. In the matter

 of comparatively new music from foreign pens, few could

 quarrel with the choice of Dvortak's Birmingham

 " Requiem," though many, prior to a really capital perform-

 ance, may have doubted the prudence of selecting a com-

 position which contains formidable difficulties. I was

 surprised to find a lack of public interest in the Bohemian

 master's music. The " Requiem " and the " Cradle

 of Christ," as Dr. Bridge's work is called, seemed

 to me strong attractions, but I judged from a point of view

 not occupied by the local public. At any rate, there was a

 small attendance, the numbers falling below a thousand.

 None the less should the performance of the " Requiem "

 be praised. It is true that the choir were helped through

 the frightful difficulties of the " Pie Jesu " by an organ

 accompaniment, contrary to the intention of the composer;

 but, notwithstanding such aid, the rendering of the piece

 was a distinctly meritorious achievement, reflecting credit

 upon everybody concerned, especially upon Mr. Sinclair,

 the Conductor, whose boldness was amply justified by his

 skill. Dr. Bridge's new work should meet with ready

 acceptance as Christmas music. It is both engaging and

 scholarly, while it appears to me, in some respects,

 the best and most hopeful composition as yet produced by

 the Gresham professor. There is in it less of restlessness-

 less of searching about for effects and greater assurance in

 treading a direct road to a clearly defined end. If I have

 judged aright, this is a very important matter for Dr. Bridge,

 who has got on the right track, and precisely the one most

 certain to lead him into public favour. The nature of his

 subject, in the present case, called for simple and refined

 treatment. That demand he amply met, particularly in the

 opening chorus and in the carol-chorus " Jesus lying in the

 Manger "-a peculiarly felicitous effort. Special mention

 should also be made of a soprano solo, "Jesus, Fount of

 Life still flowing," in which the figure of a flowing fountain

 suggests an elegant feature of accompaniment. Altogether

 the work has charm. What that means, with reference to

 its future, I need not tell.

 The performance of the second part of " Bethlehem," no

 less meritorious than that of other works, served to justify

 the arrangement by which each division of the " M)stery "

 stands complete in itself. Instead of hearing the music

 set to the scenes in David's city under the conditions of a

 dissolving audience, it was listened to with attention fresh

 and unwearied, and had, therefore, every chance of making

 its mark. I may add that it had a first chance, remembering

 how the audience at the Albert Hall, whom the strains of

 seraphim would not keep in their seats to the end, began

 trooping out while yet the end was some way off. There

 was also, at Hereford, the manifest advantage of silent

 attention and the absence of anything to distract. Under

 these favourable circumstances, and with Madame Albani,

 Miss Jessie King, Mr. Hirwen Jones, and Mr. Watkin Mills

 as solo vocalists, amateurs could well estimate the value of

 Dr. Mackenzie's music. There is every reason to believe

 that nothing of its earnestness, high musicianship, and

 exalted purpose was lost, while it may easily be imagined

 that the numbers which, like the charming Cradle Song,

 made a simple and direct appeal to appreciation, not only

 convinced the minds, but touched the hearts of the

 audience. Madame Albani, in the music of the Blessed

 Mother, was a great success. She sang the part as no one

 else could, and may particularly be praised for an expression

 offervour all the more effective because kept in just restraint.

 Dr. Parry's "Job," which has now been heard at three

 successive Festivals, made its customary impression. The

 composer conducted, and again had the advantage of Mr.

 Plunket Greene's services as representative of the patriarch.

 Whatever may generally be said of this artist as an Oratorio

 singer, in "Job" he is without a rival. In his hands the

 long and famous "Lamentation" does not weary even

 those who are unable to appreciate its musical beauty and

 declamatory power. He makes in this a display of absolute

 excellence. The rendering of the work as a whole was

 satisfactory.

 The attendance at the Cathedral performances, though

 not quite up to the mark of 1891, was not far below it, the

 figures being 8,670 as against 8,807. Note here that the

 number patronising the Festival in 1888 was only 6,635,

 and that the average in the period 1879-85 was but 6,357.

 Clearly, therefore, the aggregate in 1891 and 1894 repre-

 sents a very large advance in public favour. The collections

 amounted to -798 14S. 6d., which, with certain supple-

 mentary amounts always paid direct to the treasurer, will

 probably make the Festival's contribution to the charity

 not less than Ci,ioo.

 There were two secular Concerts in the Shire Hall; one

 on Tuesday evening, when Dr. Lloyd's ballad was

 performed, in company with a Wagnerian selection; the

 other, on Friday evening, being confined to chamber

 music. The Eton precentor has treated a gruesome theme,

 akin to that of the " Spectre's Bride," with a good deal of

 cleverness, in no case departing from requisite simplicity

 and directness, and always presenting themes having

 more or less affinity to the typical ballad strain. The

 whole is musically interesting and claims for the composer

 no small credit. Choral bodies with a liking for ghost

 stories will find themselves suited in this piece, and even

 those who laugh at the Psychical Society may listen with

 interest and admiration. In conclusion, I must con-

 gratulate Mr. Sinclair upon a success personal to himself,

 and upon his proved ability to sustain and strengthen the

 repute of the Hereford Festivals.

 THE BIRMINGHAM NOVELTIES.

 I. HENSCHEL'S " STABAT MATER."

 THERE is no mistaking the end which Mr. Henschel had

 in view when setting Giacopone's touching Hymn to music.

 He might have designed it as, primarily, a piece for the

 concert-room-one, that is to say, in which the words, and

 the worship of which they form a part, are subordinate to

 a display of musical skill. But the composer here gives us

 a genuine work for the church. One can hardly look through

 its pages without seeing a vision of gorgeous shrines,

 resplendent robes, and " windows richly dight." There is

 about it an odour of incense. All this derives strength

 from the fact that the music savours much more of the

 Latin peoples than of the Teutonic. It belongs to the

 sensuous school of Verdi and Gounod (though only in the

 most general way suggesting either of these masters)

 rather than to the colder, more abstract, and more

 intellectual creations of the rival race. Mr. Henschel, it

 seems to me, made a good choice, quite apart from the

 consideration that he consulted his own feelings. As a

 result, at any rate, Roman Catholic worship now possesses

 a new " Stabat Mater " instinct with its own spirit and

 feeling.

 The work contains eight numbers, in all of which soli

 are combined with the chorus, and both with an orchestra

 that must, for these days, be regarded as unusually reticent.

 That Mr. Henschel knows how to employ all the means at

 his disposal, and can pile Pelion upon Ossa with the rest,

 sufficiently appears in the " Inflammatus," where every-

 thing, from piccolo to tamtam, comes into play. But,

 for the most part, he is sparing of noise, preferring

 much more to trust in the delicate effects secured by con-

 sulting the individuality of the instruments and bringing

 it into prominence. It need scarcely be added that

 recurring themes are not employed, save in a solitary case,

 where a melodic figure, conspicuous in the first number,

 re-appears at the end. Let us glance at the numbers in

 their order.

 The " Stabat Mater dolorosa" is haunted by the

 " figure " just mentioned-one of three notes only-

 A dagio.

 the reiteration of which by the bass instruments is fertile

 in suggestion. In the orchestral introduction it is twelve

 times repeated. The work contains no similar device.

 Generally speaking, this opening number is distinguished

 rather by propriety of expression than by any salient

 features other than that already indicated. There is a

 middle episode, " Cujus animam," with a phrase in imita-

 tion for the solo voices; elsewhere the composer happily

 expresses the pathos of the situation through rich and

 moving harmonies, with occasional melody that appeals
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 THE MUSICAL TIMES.-OCTOBER I, 1894. 675

 very strongly to emotion. The most original section is the

 Coda, in which the soli and chorus alternately recite

 fragments of the text on the dominant, while the orchestra

 reiterates the " figure " shown above.

 "Quis est homo " is set as a tenor solo and chorus in G

 minor (Andante sostenuto). If not the most striking

 number, it is noticeable for well-sustained melody and the

 easy flow of its harmonies. The effect, helped by the

 generally low tone of the orchestration, is one of gentle

 melancholy.

 " Pro peccatis" brings a change; the composer now

 having occasion to draw more largely upon his resources.

 The number, in F minor (Andante), employs a quartet of

 solo voices as well as the full chorus. The music of the

 leading section, which regards the Divine Figure on the

 Cross as suffering for human sin, is intense and, at

 moments, very impassioned. On the words " Et flagellis,"

 for example, comes a veritable cry of pain from the female

 voices, followed by " Et flagellis subditum " from the full

 chorus in tones which seem to suggest the deepest humilia-

 tion. The middle section, "Vidit suum dulcem natum,"

 offers a striking contrast, with its flowing and gentle

 strains in the relative major. There is here the charm of

 absolute beauty; but very soon a change to desolation not

 less complete takes place, and the setting of " Morientum

 desolatum, Dum emisit spiritum," with its unison ejacula-

 tions and solemn trombone harmonies, can only be described

 as a bit of excellent and impressive work.

 Turning to the " Eia, Mater " (alto solo and chorus in F

 major, Andante), we are concerned with tender, devotional

 strains. The chorus here plays a subordinate part, doing

 little more than strengthen the harmonies accompanying

 the first section of the solo when that comes up for

 repetition by way of ending. It is, therefore, the solo

 around which interest gathers. This stands in two sections :

 one purely and quietly religious in feeling; the other, more

 ardent, and attended by independent orchestral passages

 that give welcome variety. The first phrase of the solo, by

 the way, is made very conspicuous--

 Ei - - a,.. Ma - ter

 and, in the ensemble, becomes a theme for imitation; the

 solo voice answering a corno inglese.

 It may well be that popular taste will derive most gratifi-

 cation from the "Fac me vere"- a duet in D major

 (Andante) for soprano and tenor, with an ensemble for

 soli and chorus by way of ending. Here the rhythm of 9-8

 lends itself to a specially graceful and catching-I had

 almost said luscious-melody, sung first by the soprano,

 and echoed by the tenor, for the most part on a tonic

 pedal. A second section (G minor) is almost Rossinian

 in character, the voices flowing on in sixths. When the

 chorus (tenors and basses) enter, the leading theme appears

 in the tenor part, with independent phrases for soli. In

 the full chorus it is again heard from the sopranos. The

 charm of melody throughout the number is as perfect as need

 be, and there can arise no question as to the pleasure it

 will give.

 The " Virgo, virginum preeclara" (Adagio non troffo,

 G major), written for solo quartet and chorus, chiefly

 depends upon its harmonic and orchestral effects. The

 quartet begins with homophonic passages of the simplest

 character, having no instrumental support save a tonic

 pedal, sustained by the violoncelli, with detached notes on the

 fourth beat of each bar, struck by drums and double basses.

 Some part of this music is repeated by the chorus, the full

 orchestra accompanying, and the strings giving a unison

 counterpoint of continuous quavers. The contrast of

 force and colour is peculiarly effective. In the usual

 middle episode, the quartet deals with a short phrase in

 imitation, passing from it to a richly harmonised crescendo

 of considerable intensity. The first section comes back in

 due course, but is now an ensemble for quartet and chorus,

 with a deeply solemn and touching ending.

 In the " Inflammatus " we find a further example of con-

 trast, the middle episode, "Fac me cruce custodire," being

 as plaintive and entreating as the opening section is

 intensely, and, in a certain sense, violently descriptive of

 terror and dismay. Large means are used, a piccolo, tam-

 tam, and solo violin being added to the full orchestra,

 which now assumes an independent r6le, with trumpet

 calls and tempestuous passages for the bass instruments.

 These passages, by the way, are a rare feature in treatment

 of the special subject against which Mr. Henschel here

 measures his strength. Other features are more or less

 familiar, but the general effect is undoubtedly impressive. I

 cannot recall a more thrilling setting of the words " In die

 judicii"; voices (trumpets doubling) brokenly uttering the

 line in unison, to the slow, solemn, and subdued harmonies

 of trombones and tuba. It is in the episode already men-

 tioned that the composer introduces a solo violin, which

 (the first clarinet doubling an octave lower) has an eloquent

 independent theme when the subject comes up for repeti-

 tion by the chorus after statement by the quartet. The

 general style of the work does not favour contrapuntal

 features, but here we find a canon in the major ninth above

 for bass and soprano. As to the rest, the episode is purely

 devotional and set off by much thematic and harmonic

 beauty. The strenuous first section returns in an abbre-

 viated form and has a Coda upon the thundering climax

 of which breaks, from trumpets and trombones, the first

 phrase of the old "Dies Irxe" melody. Twelve bars of

 orchestral Vivace, agitated and terror-stricken, end the

 number. Through them is heard the roar of the tamtam.

 We now reach the final number, "Quando corpus," an

 Adagio in E flat for soli and chorus. This also is somewhat

 elaborate, and, like most of the other movements, careful

 to offer contrasted effects, here plainly suggested by the

 terrors of death and the glories of heaven. A full orchestra

 is employed, with harp and organ, which instruments are

 now introduced for the first time, of course in connection

 with the Paradise music. The opening section, " Quando

 corpus " has an effect of gloom and terror; the chorus (six

 parts) ejaculating the words at intervals, while the effect of

 a lugubrious theme for trombones is heightened by a roll

 (with kettledrum sticks) upon the bass drum. A fine

 crescendo on the line " Fac, ut animee donetur " leads to the

 " Paradisi gloria," in which a broad phrase passes from one

 solo voice to another, accompanied by the harp, with broken

 chords for the strings. The change is highly effective, and the

 new subject-matter is developed, with ever-increasing force

 and glow of colour, to the end, where, on the " Amen," we

 hear the phrase with which the " Stabat Mater dolorosa "

 began.

 From the foregoing outline sketch it is hoped that some

 idea may be formed of Mr. Henschel's interesting work.

 II. PARRY'S " KING SAUL."

 This extended and important Oratorio is in dramatic

 form, and contains four Acts; each sub-divided into scents.

 The words are partly from the Bible, partly original, but

 in Biblical style, and partly in rhymed verse, the precedent

 of "Judith ' being thus strictly followed. My first business

 is to take the reader along the line of the argument.

 Act I., Scene I.-The Israelites lament the state of

 oppression into which they have fallen, and demand a

 King. Samuel reproaches them, pointing out the con-

 sequences. They will not heed, and the Prophet thereupon

 announces that the leader they require will soon be with

 them. Scene 2.-Maidens are drawing water at a well,

 when Saul approaches, enquiring for Samuel. He is

 directed to the Prophet's abode, and there informed of his

 high destiny, and anointed King. A chorus of thanks-

 giving ends the Act.

 Act II., Scene I.-Samuel, in the name of the Lord,

 commands Saul to make an end of the Amalekites; the

 King calls his people to arms, and the host, with cries of

 " Glory to Saul," goes forth to battle. Scene 2.-The

 Evil Spirit tempts the King to disobedience by reminding

 him of the prizes of war and the wealth of ransom. Saul,

 listening, stops the slaughter. Then comes the dreaded

 Prophet, enquiring as to the sheep, oxen, and other spoil.

 Saul talks of offering these as a sacrifice, but Samuel at

 once pronounces his doom. Retribution is not far off.

 The Israelites are terrified at sight of Goliath and cry for

 help. Then follow the triumph of the King's destined

 successor; the songs of the people, who laud David more

 than Saul, and the suggestion of the Evil Spirit which gives

 the unhappy monarch over to the torments of envy.
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 Act III., Scene i.-David and the people sing a Psalm

 of thanksgiving, following which comes a love duet for the

 young hero and Michal. Scene 2.-The Evil Spirit works

 upon Saul by taunting him with the defection of his own

 daughter. Michal thereupon warns David of danger

 and counsels flight. David expresses faith in the Lord,

 but goes, nevertheless; leaving Saul more angry than

 before and bent upon pursuit. Scene 3.-Saul and his

 men, weary with pursuing David, sleep in a cave, where a

 dream troubles the King. It is described how a terrible and

 mocking spirit came to taunt him with news that David

 had entered the cave while he lay helpless, and yet had

 spared his life. A voice suddenly cries " King Saul! " the

 soldiers awake and recognise David. Then follow the

 incidents with which everybody is familiar, ending with the

 departure of David to Ziklag. Michal appears, enquiring

 for her hero, and is told that he is in the Lord's hands.

 Act IV., Scene i.-The Evil Spirit having announced

 to Saul that his doom is near, a cry of war again is heard,

 the people demanding to be led against their ancient foes.

 But Saul trembles and is afraid, whereupon the Evil Spirit

 counsels a visit to the Witch of Endor, and departs, saying

 " My mission is accomplished." Scene 2.-This is taken

 up with the incidents at Endor, as they are narrated in the

 Bible. The Witch sees, as in a vision, and describes the

 death of the King. Scene 3.-Michal, David, and the

 People sing a Lament for Saul.

 Who does not see that an excellent choice of picturesque

 and moving incidents has been made by the anonymous

 author and compiler of the " book " ?

 I am not writing an analysis, and shall scarcely be

 expected to deal with the music of this long work number

 by number. Remarks, more or less general, upon

 structure and character must for the present suffice. It

 will readily be assumed that the composer presents himself

 here as we have seen him in " Judith" and " Job," the

 latest work being marked by the same virility and direct-

 ness; the same thoroughly English style; the same power

 of description and suggestion. I should say, also, the same

 skill in the rare art of so writing declamatory music as to

 strengthen, not enfeeble, the expression of the text. This

 Oratorio, however, shows Dr. Parryemploying representative

 themes in a fuller and more decided manner than before.

 Moreover, he modifies them a la Wagner; so that,

 structurally, the method of the music approximates to

 a model which, while it has advantages, has also

 dangers. I cannot say that the Leitmotiv system is

 actually overdone in the present case, but it would

 appear that the composer has taken it as far as is

 consistent with safety. Saul has two themes, one repre-

 senting him as a man, the other as a king. Another motive

 stands for David, another for the Evil Spirit, while others are

 associated with events and circumstances, such as the

 anointing of Saul, the love of David and Michal, &c., the

 arrangement being so complete that Dr. Parry is able, in

 an extended orchestral introduction, to present a musical

 epitome of the " argument." He starts with the motif of

 Saul as a man; presently we reach the Anointing theme;

 next that of the Evil Spirit, with a reference to the scene

 at Endor. Presently the David subject appears, and

 a suggestion of the Love scene, followed by Saul's personal

 theme, now in a minor key; and, lastly, by a passage from

 the Lament. So, to those who know the motiven and can

 recognise them, the prelude foreshadows what is to come.

 Although it may not be said that an Oratorio absolutely

 stands or falls by its choral writing, thereupon, no doubt,

 hang very important results. The choruses in " King

 Saul " indicate that Dr. Parry has been fully alive to this

 fact and taken measures accordingly. He strikes the right

 note, sonorous, unmistakable, in the opening complaint of

 the distracted people. All is bold and effective, with no

 network of tortuous harmonies to confuse the issue by

 bewildering the ear. A more graceful result is achieved in

 a three-part chorus of Maidens at the well, which suggests

 the charming sacrificial music in "Judith." (This piece

 in praise of water will go the round of Temperance fetes.)

 In the final and thankful chorus of Act I. the composer

 puts forth his full strength. It is a chorus of the good old-

 fashioned sort-such an one as Mendelssohn would have

 written under the same circumstances, with enough of

 counterpoint for variety, and plenty of broad, massive

 effects. In the same vein is a chorus of anticipated victory

 over the Amalekites, beginning with a passage for all the

 male voices-

 Bow thine head, A-ma-lek! Nought is thy might-i-ness.

 Another great effort is made at the end of Act II., when the

 people, after the death of Goliath, acclaim David and Saul.

 In such a case it must be difficult to keep away from

 Handel, and here and there I note touches suggestive of

 the mighty Saxon, as, for example, in an orchestral

 unison-

 This very important number is much varied, ranging from

 simple outbusts of exultation to quasi-dramatic passages

 such as that which depicts the downfall of the Philistine

 champion. Everywhere the master-hand is discoverable,

 going straight to the point by the shortest and most obvious

 route. In Act III. are many choral passages which belong

 to the dramatic action, but only one of large development.

 This is found at the end, where Michal is assured that

 her beloved is in the hand of the Lord. It fills fourteen

 pages of the pianoforte score, and is largely contrapuntal,

 dealing with various subjects treated in imitation, among

 them this very striking one-

 Though he fall he shall not be ut-ter- ly cast a - way.

 There is no set form, the composer passing freely from

 text to text and from theme to theme, but throughout are

 the same boldness of outline and force of utterance in

 combination with high musicianship. The last act, like the

 third, reserves its choral strength for the close; the People

 there joining David and Michal in great lamentation over

 the dead King. Much might be said concerning the beauty

 and pathos of this Finale, but I must needs refrain.

 The solo voices play a very important part throughout;

 Michal being soprano ; the Evil Spirit, contralto; David,

 tenor; Saul, baritone; and Samuel, bass. As may be

 imagined, much of the work they have to do is declamatory,

 the lyrical portions being comparatively few. But Dr.

 Parry's declamation is always interesting, not only for the

 merit of just accent and emphasis already pointed out, but

 also on account of its purely musical qualities. Among

 the more lyrical solos, that sung by the then happy Saul

 on his way to Samuel, " The heavens are full of radiant

 light," deserves particular notice. The flush of youth and

 the joyousness of content find expression in every page.

 Different, though equally animated and energetic, is the

 King's summons to war against Amalek-a solo bright and

 stirring as a trumpet call. The solos of the Evil Spirit

 have a cachet of their own, and are distinguished by more

 elaborate devices in accompaniment than the others.

 Notable, also, is Michal's song of victory, " Arise and

 sing," with its delightful episode (one thinks of the Boy's

 song in " Job "), " The shepherd came up from the care of

 the sheep"; but still more popular will be the love duet,

 " The voice of my beloved," into which, within the limits

 applicable to a work of sacred character, the composer has

 put all the force and beauty of strongest human passion.

 Saul's song of revenge, "Fled is mine enemy," and

 Michal's love song, " Saw ye him whom my soul loved,"

 are likewise worthy of mention. So are others, but

 enough that the solos are as much to the purpose as the

 choruses and quite as full of musical interest.

 With regard to the orchestration nothing definite can

 be said, but in that department it is quite easy to trust the

 composer. With equal confidence do I anticipate for

 " King Saul" a success not less distinguished than that

 enjoyed by " Judith " and " Job."

 III. GORING THOMAS'S " THE SWAN AND THE SKYLARK."

 This is mainly a setting of Mrs. Hemans's well-known

 poem of the same name. For the rest, it deals with

 four stanzas introductory by an anonymous poet, who need
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 not have concealed his name, and two interpolated stanzas

 by Keats and Shelley respectively; that from the first-

 named beginning "Adieu, adieu! thy plaintive anthem

 fades," while the Shelley lines, "Higher still and higher,"

 &c., will instantly be recognised as part of the " Skylark."

 All the words, pathetic in themselves, become more touch-

 ing by connection with the fact that the lamented composer

 was violently wrenched from life before he could complete

 his task. Remembering this, who can read the lines sub-

 joined without emotion:-

 But thou, sweet boon, too late

 Poured on my parting breath, vain gift of song!

 Why com'st thou thus, o'ermastering, rich and strong,

 In the dark hour of fate ?

 Only to wake the sighs

 Of echo-voices from their starry cell ;

 Only to say-O sunshine and blue skies!

 O life and love! farewell.

 The note of melancholy is struck in the opening verses of

 the anonymous writer, who imagines a Grecian poet born

 when, poetry and beauty gone, nothing remains but a

 " sullen world of stock and stone." The soliloquy of this

 character is set as a declamatory bass solo, divided by an

 orchestral movement from the beginning of the story as

 told by Mrs. Hemans. Most expressive and moving is all

 the music connected with the dying swan, which, to the

 listening poet, seems to chant a farewell to nature:-

 Summer, I depart ;

 O light and laughing summer, fare thee well;

 No song the less through thy rich woods will swell,

 For one, one broken heart.

 This is set as a tenor solo of much tenderness and

 beauty, having a final section in which the chorus

 joins. The verse by Keats, for alto solo and chorus,

 is saturated with melancholy, but melancholy that

 has the subtle charm of an autumn day, the loveli-

 ness of decay and death. Next follows the Skylark

 section, with its contrasted spirit of gladness. The extended

 chorus with which it begins is in the composer's most

 fascinating style, and worthily followed by a descriptive

 soprano solo, at the opening of which the voice emulates

 the roulades which the lark carries to the gates of heaven.

 The whole section is free and joyous, but, at the close, a

 solemn Andante asserts the wonder and mystery of Nature.

 Mournful, it suggests the great question to which no

 answer is ever given, and can only say: " Oh, thou art

 mighty, thou art wonderful, mysterious nature!" Through-

 out this work the special gifts of a most refined and

 delicate genius assert themselves conclusively, and will, in

 due time, demand full consideration. The cantata has been

 scored for orchestra by Dr. Stanford, who will conduct the

 Birmingham performance.

 THE COMING SEASON.

 THAT musical amateurs, artists, critics, and entrepreneurs

 generally in the metropolis are likely to have an excep-

 tionally busy season there is every reason to anticipate.

 The announcements already made by Mr. Newman, at

 Queen's Hall; by the Royal Albert Hall, and other choral

 societies; regarding the Crystal Palace, and other orchestral

 Concerts; and in Mr. Basil Tree's useful " Panel date list,"

 all " give busy note of preparation "' for a feast of good things

 to come during the winter of 1894-5. First in magnitude

 we must note the doings of the Royal Albert Hall Choral

 Society. There will be eight Subscription Concerts, begin-

 ning November 12 and terminating on May 6; and the usual

 extra performances of " The Messiah" on New Year's

 Day and Good Friday. The series will include " Elijah,"

 " Israel in Egypt," Berlioz's "Faust," "1The Golden

 Legend," " The Spectre's Bride," " The Redemption," and

 the " Creation"; but the Concerts which will claim the

 special interest of amateurs will be those of February 7 and

 March 21, when the Birmingham novelties, Dr. Parry's

 Oratorio " King Saul " and Mr. Henschel's " Stabat Mater,"

 will have their first metropolitan hearing. Other choral

 performances worthy of note are those of the Bach Choir

 on April 2, 4, and 6, when Bach's " St. Matthew" Passion,

 a Bach selection, and the B minor Mass, will constitute a

 Bach Festival; the Concerts of the newly established

 London Choral Union, which will give "Elijah," " St.

 Paul," "The Messiah," and "The Golden Legend"; of the

 Queen's Hall Choral Society, which will perform the

 " Creation," " The Messiah," " Elijah," " The Redemp-

 tion," Rossini's " Stabat Mater," and Carter's " Placida" ;

 and of the National Sunday League, whose series will

 include "The Messiah," "Creation," "Judas Maccabaeus,"

 " Elijah," " The Last Judgment," Rossini's " Stabat

 Mater," Sullivan's " Prodigal Son," Parry's " Job," and

 other works. All these performances will be at Queen's

 Hall, the last-named on Sunday evenings-a significant

 innovation.

 We have next to note the Orchestral Concerts, beginning,

 by right of seniority, with the Philharmonic Society,

 although these Concerts do not commence until the spring;

 there will be seven in all, the first, on March 7, and the last,

 on June 13. Next in order of importance come the London

 Symphony Concerts, at Queen's Hall, of which there will be

 nine, beginning on November I and concluding on March 14.

 The solo artists at present engaged by Mr. Daniel Mayer for

 these Concerts are the pianists M. Dimmer, Mr. Emanuel

 Moor, Mr. Fred. Dawson, Madame Augarde, and Mdlle.

 Ilona Eibenschiltz; (violinists), M. Rivarde and Mr. Sons ;

 (violoncello), Herr Popper. Then follow the Richter

 Concerts, two of which will be given on the 8th and i5th

 inst. at St. James's Hall, and one at Queen's Hall on the 2oth

 inst. (afternoon) ; the Wagner Concerts at Queen's Hall, on

 November 6, 20, and 27, the first to be conducted by the

 composer's son and the others by Herr Mottl; the Royal

 Artillery Band Concerts, on the afternoons of November

 30 and December 14. Lastly, the Amateur Orchestral

 Societies claim attention: The Royal Amateur, on

 November 28, February 20, and May 2; the Strolling

 Players, on November 22, December 20, March 6, and

 May 9g ; and the Stock Exchange, on December i9,

 February Ig, and April 29. All these Concerts, with the

 one exception named, will take place at Queen's Hall.

 Last, but by no means of least importance, the prospectus

 of the thirty-ninth series of Saturday Concerts at the Crystal

 Palace calls for notice. The first Concert will take place

 on the I3th inst., and, as usual, the programmes of only

 the first ten Concerts are detailed. Herein we may note

 the performance, for the first time at these Concerts, of

 Dr. Mackenzie's " Britannia" Overture, a Te Deum for

 orchestra and organ, by Sgambati; Dvorak's " American "

 Symphony, Tschaikowsky's " Symphonie Path6tique," a

 Concert-Overture "In praise of Scottis Poesie," by W.

 Wallace; a Concerto for violin and orchestra, by Mosz-

 kowski; Pianoforte Concerto (No. 2), by E. D'Albert; Mr.

 German's Suite from the incidental music to the drama " The

 Tempter "; an Idyll for orchestra, by Stewart Macpherson;

 Goldmark's Overture " Sappho," and, at the final Concert

 on December 15, Berlioz's Dramatic Symphony " Romeo

 and Juliet " and the prelude to " The Deluge," by Saint-

 Sains. The Concert of November 3 will be in memoriam

 of Mendelssohn and will consist entirely of that composer's

 works, and on the following Saturday Dvorik's " Spectre's

 Bride" will be performed. Other novelties will be Mr.

 Sauret's El6gie et Rondo for violin played by the composer,

 and among the soloists may be observed Herr Lundquist

 from the Royal Opera at Stockholm, who will introduce a

 ballad, by A. S6derman, entitled "Tannhdiuser," for

 baritone solo and orchestra. The other artists engaged are

 of the usual high standard and, needless to say, the

 general-in-chief will be Mr. Manns. After Christmas we

 are to have a Wagner Concert, a cantata, "The Pied

 Piper of Hamelin," by R. H. Walthew (performed some

 time since by the Highbury Philharmonic Society), and

 " Young Lochinvar," a ballad for chorus and orchestra, by

 A. Davidson Arnott.

 The Monday and Saturday Popular Concerts (thirty-

 seventh season) commence respectively on the 29th inst.

 and November 3, and continue their weekly course, at

 St. James's Hall, until April 8, with an interregnum,

 from December 17 to January 12. The Thursday Sub-

 scription Concerts, of which there will be six, beginning on

 November I and terminating on March 21, will be given at

 the small Queen's Hall. Details of the Concerts were

 given in our last issue. Messrs. Boosey's Ballad Concerts

 will (with the exception of one on Ash Wednesday evening)

 be given on Saturday afternoons. Seventeen Concerts are

 announced at Queen's Hall, beginning November 24. At
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